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three new related technologies that offer real promise for modeling, processing, and disseminating nuclear data are explored. extensible markup language (xml) provides a simple method of describing nuclear data. extensible style language (xsl) supports xml data searching, filtering and processing. it is shown how the technology can be used to transform
an xml-formatted ensdf file into a table of similar form to those found in the nuclear data sheets. scalable vector graphics (svg) has been used to convert xml formatted ensdf files into interactive level scheme biomolecular modelling has provided computational simulation based methods for investigating biological processes from quantum chemical to

cellular levels. modelling such microscopic processes requires atomic description of a biological system and conducts in fine timesteps. consequently the simulations are extremely computationally demanding. to tackle this limitation, different biomolecular models have to be integrated in order to achieve high-performance simulations. the integration of
diverse biomolecular models needs to convert molecular data between different data representations of different models. this data conversion is often non-trivial, requires extensive human input and is inevitably error prone. in this paper we present an automated data conversion method for biomolecular simulations between molecular dynamics and
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics models. our approach is developed around an xml data representation called biosimml (biomolecular simulation markup language). biosimml provides a domain specific data representation for biomolecular modelling which can effciently support data interoperability between different biomolecular simulation

models and data formats.
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the widespread use of digital devices in japan has resulted in the generation of a vast amount of personal information. we present a method of extracting the semantic meaning of this information. this method, based on an ontology called viewpoint, was used to extract a set of semantic concepts of one's own digital belongings. forty-five students of a
university voluntarily participated in the survey. the results show that semantic coherence among a person's digital belongings is prevalent in japanese society. the meaning of a person's own digital belongings was related to the "virtual you" as a person with a unique personality. we also propose a method of storing "personal images" or "sensational

images", which include digital information from the internet, tv, video games, etc. therefore, in designing a user interface for digital devices, the behavior of "personal images" should be understood. we introduce this concept to the design of an "easy to carry and easy to use" interface based on existing technologies such as cellphones and pdas. personal
images complement the concept of "easy to carry" by being able to be carried around at any time. we should be able to look at the information of "personal images" with a new look and feel and use the information of "personal images" in the same way as information from friends, family and the internet, which we can carry around with us at any time. this

paper presents aspects of a new and exciting way of working with atomic data, in particular that of atomic moments and the corresponding atomic response functions for secondary electron emission. the first and the most important part is a method of defining conditions, referred to as equivalent conditions, for a response function. three equivalent
conditions are outlined in this paper. 5ec8ef588b
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